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STUDY OF FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN INTERPOLE MOTORS.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The object of this thesis is to investigate the flux dis
trihution of a direct current motor, having commutating poles or
Interpol es, and to compare this with the flux distribution of the
same motor having these interpoles cut out. Further investigations
will be made on the motor to show the variation of the flux dis-
tribution with the speed of the motor. Tn order to do this work
a special apparatus was designed, constructed and used in making
the tests.
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II. GENERAL THEORY.
While the device of interpoles has been known for several
years, it has not been put to any practical use until quite re-
cently. To obtain sparkless commutation has been the problem of
the designer for some time. The introduction of the interpole has
successfully solved this problem and gives practically sparkless
commutation under all conditions of load.
In the ordinary direct current motor with the brushes set
on the neutral position at no load, armature reactions produce a
magnetic field at this neutral, or commutating zone, when a load
comes on, in the following manner. When the armature winding is
carrying current its magneto-motive force tends to set up certain
magnetic fields or fluxes which have a definite relation to the
position of the brushes. Considered broadly, the current after
entering the commutator or armature winding at any brush arm,
divides into two paths of opposite direction. As the winding on
each of these paths is arranged in exactly the same way, and as
the currents flow in opposite directions, the armature windings
in these two paths have magneto-motive forces which are in opp-
ositedirections . The resultant armature magneto-motive force
>
rises to a maximum at points corresponding to the brush positions
as indicated at A in the Fig. Midway between these points the
magneto-motive force is zero.
Magnetic fluxes are set up by
these magneto-motive forces which
nre functions of the forces pro-
ducing them, and the proportions,
N
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dimensions and arrangement of the magnetic paths, and these mag-
netic fluxes will "be practically fixed in position corresponding
to the "brush setting.
The coil undergoing commutation whose ends are connected
to bars under the "brush, has its sides lying in this field and
in the rotation thru it ah active voltage is generated between
the bars.
Due to the current being reversed in the coil while the bar
is passingfrom under the brush, the magnetic lines which exist
principally around the slot in which the coil lies are also re-
versed and this is like the kick obtained in opening a current
carrying circuit. The action induces another e.m.f. which adds
to that due to armature reaction.
The total e.m.f. thus generated is practically constant
for a given load and speed. It is of such a direction as to op-
pose the reversal of current in the coil being commutated and
produces sparking.
It is ideally desirable that during the time a coil is
short circuited by a brush, the coll should have generated with-
in itself an e.m.f. opposed to the current that the particular
coil carried a moment earlier. Also that the e.m.f. of the short-
circuited coil should be exactly enough to stop the old current
in the coil, start a new current in the opposite direction and
bring the new current up to the exact number of amperes that are
flowing in the coil next beyond. If all this occurs during the
time that the coil is short circuited, ideal commutation will
resul t
.
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The usual method employed to produce this result is to shift
the brushes until the main field flux reverses the armature reac-
tion and so generates an e #m#f. in the armature coil, which rever-
t
scs the current and thus acts as commuting flux. The magnetic
flux of the field pole however, docreases with increasing load at
the pole corners towards which the brushes are shifted, by the
demagnetizing action of the armature reaction, and the shift of
the brushes therefore has to be increased with the load. At over-
load the pole corners toward which the brushes are shifted may
become so far weakened that even under the pole, not sufficient
reversing e.in.f . is generated and satisfactory commutatin ceases.
In general however, varying the brush shift with the load
is not permissible and with a rapidly varying load not feasible,
and therefore the brushes are set permanently at a mean shift. In
this case however, instead of increasing proportionally with the
load, t'le commutating field is maximum at no load and gradually
decreases with an increase of load, and is correct for only one
load. At constant shift of the brushes the commutation is best at
a certain load and usually becomes poor at lighter or heavier
loads, and ultimately becomes bad by inductive sparlcs, due to in-
sufficient commutating flux.
This has led to the development of the commutating pole
or interpole. It consists of a narrow magnetic pole located be-
tween the main poles for the purpose of setting up a local mag-
netic flux under which the armature coil is commutated. These
poles are excited by coils in series with the armature and hav-
ing a number of effective turns higher than the number of effect-
ive turns per armature pole, so that the magneto-motive force set
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up opposes, overpowers and reverses the armatfture magne to-motive
force and produces a commutating magneto-motive force equal to
the product of the armature current and the difference of effect-
ive turns of pole and armature and therby produces a commutating
flux which is proportional to the load. This condition holds until
the interpoles reach magnetic saturation.
Plate 1 shows the theoetical flux distribution around the
armature in an interpole motor according to Steinraetz. The re-
sultant or total flux as shown favors commutation. The e.m.f
.
generated under the hrush is of such a direction as to reverse
the current in the coil undergoing commutation.
Plate II shows the flux distribution of a non-interpolar
motor. The total flux as shewn is of such a value at the point
of commutation as to oppose commutation. A shift of the brushes
in the direction of shift of flux would produce good commutating
conditions as shown on the same plate.
This question of brush setting is of great importance in
relation to the interpole. The point of maximum armature magneto-
motive force is definitely fixed by the brush setting. With the
interpole fixed in position, any shifting of the brushes back-
ward or forward will obviously change the shape of the resultant
flux distribution under the interpole face and in consequence
the flux distribution will be changed.
The advantages of the interpole over the shift of brushes
thus is that the commutating flux of the former has the right in-
tensity at all loads, while the latter is right only at one part-
icular load, too high below that load, toolow aboveit.
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Til. METHOD.
To obtain the flux distribution, the pilot brush method
was used. This consists in reading the pressure at equal angular
increments along the commutator, from one commutating position
or brush, to the next. To accomplish this a special pilot brush
and holder vve^e constructed. A graduated arc was fastened to the
rocker arm of the machine by :neans of brackets as shown in Fig. 2.
On this arc was fitted a slider which held the brush. This slider
could be firmly fastened at any point on the arc by means of a set
screw. Thus a definite angular relation between the brushes and
the pilot brush always existed.
The method of procccdure was as follows. One terminal of
a voltmeter was connected to one of the brushes as shown in Fig2.
The other terminal of the voltmeter was connected to the pilot
brush. Now as the pilot brush is moved around the commutator it
will include more and nore armature coils between itself and
the brush. Each coil in cutting through the field flux will at
constant speed, generate an e.m.f . which is proportional to the
flux cut. Readings of pressure were taken fop each 10 electrical
degrees between two brushes.
If the integrated pressure curves are plotted with the
measured pressures as ordinates and electrical degrees as absciae
the flux wave may be derived from these curves as follows.
at intervals of 10 electrical
Fig. A. represents an e.m.f. wave
cribed above. Ordinates are drawn
and the derived flux wave. E is
the e.m.f. :vavc obtained as des-
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degrees • The difference between consecutive ordinate values
gives the increase in pressure for a given angular advance of
the pilot brush. This difference is greatest where the slope of
the e.nwf . curve is greatest, that is along portion ab of the
curve. Since the e.m.f. is proportional to the flux cut, the
flux will be a maximum where the change of e.m.f. is greatest.
In plotting curves the values for maximum change was taken as
100 percent and othe values in percent of 100.
The accuracy of this method is somewhat impaired because
of the variable position of the pilot brush with reference to
the moving commutator bars. The pressure indicated being an aver-
age for any given position of the brush. The integrated pressure
curves eliminate this error to a great extent so that it does
not beco-.nc a very great source of error. The voltmeter readings
as taken, are due to the conductors cutting fields of opposite
polarity and the flux distribution as determined is really a
mean distribution for the two fields.
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TV. RESULTS.
In this investigation, due to the method of obtaining the
flux waves, only a relative comparison of the theoretical and
actual results can he made. The method used permits only of a
relative or apparent flux distribution, since no actual values
were determined. The derivation of flux distribution from inte-
grated pressure curves is very unsatisfactory inasmuch as the
distribution curves must be drawn thru a mean of the points as
calculated. This means the results are relative rather than
actual
«
In comparing the results of this investigation with theor-
etical results anil also with the actual results obtained by
B. G. Lamme, it may be said that all agree in the essential de-
tails. Minor details due to differences in machines and methods
of obtaining the results will account for some of the differences
which may occur.
In Plate III. is shown the distribution of various fluxes
in an interpole motor as determined by Ti. G. Lainme. Inasmuch
as this investigation deals cbeifly with the total or resultant
flux, only this part will be used as the basis of comparison.
It will be seen from Plate III that the total flux is of sich a
value at the point of commutation as to assist the reversal of
current in the coil under commutation.
Plates IV toVII were obtained from actual data taken in
this investigation. Plate IV shows the apparent flux distribution
of the machine without interpoles. At half load the flux at the
point of commutation is of such a value as to oppose commutation
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and cause sparking. In fact excessive sparking lid occur. The
apparent high value of flux at the point of commutation was due
to the fact that the interpoles were not removed during this test,
being merely disconnected. The iron in the path of the armature
flux would decrease the reluctance of the path. This would cause
an increased magneto-motive force in this region and increase the
apparent flux distribution and also distort the shape of the curve
as shown.
Plato V shows the apparent distribution af the same machine
under full load with interpoles. Here the flux is of such a value
and direction as to permit good commutation. The interpoles have e
enough ovcrcompensating turns to overpower the armature flux and
set up a flux in a direction which favors commutation.
Plate VI is merely a comparison between the flux distribu-
tion of the motor with interpoles and without interpoles operat-
ing at the same load. The difference between thecurves at the
point of commutation gives' an idea of what the interpole does in
reversing the flux.
Plate VII shows the effect of speed on the flux distribution
From the curve we see that an increase of speed assists the inter*
poles. This is really assisting commutation by increasing the
load and may be explained as follows. At a given speed the stray
power losses are constant. If we increase the speed we must in-
crease these losses proportionally. This means the armature will
carry more current. Now if we increase the armature current we in-
crease the armature flux also the interpole flux. Due to the over-
compensating turns of the interpole, tis would assist commutation,
as has already been explained.
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It was found that by short-circuiting the interpolcs, an
appreciable decrease in speed ocurred. As the short-circuiting of
poles apparently decreases the flux, the reverse of this action
might be expected. An explanation of this action is as follows.
To decrease the speed of an ordinary direct current motor we
may do either or both of two things; increase the field excitation
or shift the brushes away fro*r the shift of flux. In short-cir-
cuiting the interpoles we do the latter. I n decreasing the
interpole flux we approach theconditions shown in Plate II, by
permitting the armature flux to act again. This is the equiv-
alent of shifting the brushes backward.
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V. CONCLUSIONS.
This investigation deals with the flux distribution in
interpole motors in a general way only. Nothing original was
attempted and most of the theory was obtained from previous
investigations of the same nature. The results as determined agree
with those of previous investigators, and therefore the same
conclusions may toe made.
The theory of this investigation applies in a general
way to all interpole motors. In some cases the theory would
necessarily toe modified to meet the case tout in general the
theory will hold.
The following are some of the conclusions which present
themselves from this investigation.
1. The interpole successfully acco?nplishes its function
and prevents sparking due to reactance voltage.
2. The device of the interpole is a decided improvement
over shifting the torushes, inasmuch as it offers
satisfactory conditions at all loads.
3. The position of the torushes relative to the interpole
is important for the successful operation of the
latter.
4. Shunting the interpoles is equivalent to shifting the
torushes and reduces the speed.
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VI. DATA.
Data from test with interpoles.
Speed 1200
Load (amps.) 20 30 42
grees Volts Volts Volts
6.5 8.0 9.0
10 2.0 3.0 3.0
20 0.5 1.0 1.0
30 0.5 1.0 1.0
40 1.5 1.5 1 .5
5C 3.5 3.0 3.0
60 8.5 8.5 7.5
70 20.0 19.0 17.0
80 34.0 31.0 28.0
90 52.5 51.0 45.5
100 71.5 68.5 62.0
110 90.0 85.0 79.5
120 106.0 101.0 96.0
mo 127.0 121.0 116.5
140 118.0 140.0 136.0
150 164.0 162.0 160.0
160 181.0 180.0 177.0
170 197.0 197.0 194.0
180 206.0 207.0 205.0
190 211.0 214. 210.0
200 212.0 213.0 212.0
210 210.0 212.0 211.0
220 208.0 212.0 211.0
230 204.0 208.0 210.0
240 194.0 200.0 207.0
250 200.0
Speedl700
50 50 75
Volts Volts Volts
11.0 9.5 12.5
4.C 3.0 4.5
1.5 1.0 2.0
1.0 1.0 1.5
1.5 1.5 1.5
3.0 2.5 2.0
7.5 5.5 2.0
17.0 13.0 4.5
28.0 21.0 8.5
45.0 35.0 17.5
61.0 49.0 27.5
79.0 63.0 41.0
93.0 74.0 55.0
114.0 91.0 70.0
157 .0 10S.O 92.0
177.0 137.0 124.0
196.0 158.0 153.0
207.0 176.0 1G9.0
212.0 193.0 180.0
213.0 189.0 185.0
213.0 191.0 184.0
212.0 193.0 183.0
212.0 190.0 180.0
210.0 188.0 178.0
210. 185.0
202.5 180.0
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Data with interpoles.
IN O T n n A J5 J-LipS • OO OTTIT^O
Speed X < UU -i onn 1 nPin 1 Ron 1 °nnX oUU 1 onn
V U X TjS V O X li s y (j x l i> Vol + »-
nU ft n o . o <9 n ft p;0.0 1 P»X . 1 PiX .
i n1U i p; o n n n 1 nX . L' n ^u .
on n p>u • o nu . o 1 nX • u 1 nx «
u
1 nX . K. 1 nx . u
on n piu • o X . u n p; 1X . \J 1 P»X . 1 ~.X .
^ nfLW 1 PiX t o O Pi 1 p;x . n 1 p;x . ft . O a nft . L
e.n /) n* » U a nft » L 1 a n a nft « 10 n 11 PiXX .
enOU in n in nXl ' . u q p; in nJ.U . u ok n 00 n
<yn(U on Pi oo n 00 p; 00 n ao n 00 p;OS/ «o
snoil lis n oD . U or, eJO . O p; ft r. P^O. PiOO . O
on O » • O Pift n p;fton . yj f»ft noo . u « . u T1 Pi» X •
i nnxuu 'y^ n 7 ft p; < . u no eu.-_ . on n
1 1 n nUft • w on n 00 p» 00 n 1 1 p>11*. . 1 nft piX' .
1 on 1 1 o n 1 1 o nXX<C . u 1 1 n nX xu »
u
1 no n 1 °ft nX -JO . u 1 01 PiXoX • O
lor n 1 o/i r> 100 nlay • U 1 o^i nXOO . \J 1 ftl o 1 Pio nlOi/ . U
i AnXftU -i ko n t pre n 1 rsc n 1 Pio nXOo . u 1 qo n 1 qa nXoft . U
i Pin 1 n 1170 nx # © • u 1 ^7 nX / ( . u X < / • u 100 nxy . u onpi n
1 AnJ.DU 1 of nxyy • u 1 Oft O 1 oft n 1 Oft 01 n n 01 n
If u X . u -1 n 01c 01 n nni r»<i. »cfl • I '
180 220.0 220.0 221.0 223.0 218.0 225.0
100 224.0 224.0 226.0 227.0 218 .0 224.0
200 224.0 226.0 228.0 227.0 220.0 224.0
210 223.0 225 . 227.0 228.0 218.0 223.0
220 221.0 225.0 226.0 230. 210. 213.0
230 219.5 224.0 220.0 227.0 19S.0 202.0
240 215.0 218.0 220.0 223.0
250 206 .0 202.0 208.0 217.0

Data without intcrpoles.
Load, S 8 20 20 30 30
Speed 1500 1120 1120 1500 1500 1500
Degrees Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts Volts
5.0 4.0 8.0 10.0 13.0 14.0
10 3.0 2.0 4.2 6.5 9.5 9.0
20 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.5 3.0
30 -0.5 0.0 _ 1 r— j- . i * -2.0 -3.0 -4.0
40 -0.5 1.0 -2.0 -4.0 -6.5 -6.5
50 4.0 6.0 2.0 0.5 -4
.
5
-3.5
60 15.0 17.0 12.0 10 .0 5.0 6.0
70 33.0 34.0 26.0 24.0 18.0 19.0
80 48.0 50 .0 40 .0 39.0 30.0 33.0
90 69.0 72.0 60.0 59.0 50 .0 53.0
100 87.0 90.0 78.0 80.0 66.0 70.0
110 106.0 106.0 95.0 96.0 S2.0 88.0
120 122.0 123 .0 112.0 114.0 99.0 105.0
130 143 . 140.0 131.0 136.0 120.0 130.0
140 162.0 162.0 150.0 154.0 139.0 150.0
150 184.0 184.0 172.0 178.0 168.0 174.0
160 202.0 199.0 191.0 198.0 189.0 192.0
170 212.0 210.0 204 . 210.0 201.0 204.0
180 216.0 214.0 208.0 216.0 206.0 210 .0
190 218.0 213.0 211.0 219.0 212.0 215.0
200 220.0 214.0 214.0 220.0 217.0 222.0
210 222.0 214.0 218.0 225.0 222.0 228.0
220 223 .0 216.0 220.0 227.0 224.0 232.0
230 220.0 212.0 218.0 226.0 216.0 231.0
240 211 .0 202.0 210.0 218.0 224.0
250 198.0 188.0 196.0 208.0 208.0
&


